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Wholesale Foot Warmers Custom Package Foot Warmer Patches

  

Function: Keep warm Size: 9.5cmx7.5cm Shelf life: 3 years Product type: warm foot patch Heating duration time: 8 hours Average temperature:
52 Maximum temperature: 63? 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Contact Supplier 

ManufacturerQingdao HuoNuo Maxwarm Commodity Co., Ltd 
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Description 

The reaction principle is also to use oxidation-reduction reactions to convert chemical energy into heat energy. In order to make the temperature
last longer, the product uses the mineral material vermiculite for heat preservation, and more importantly, allows oxygen to enter slowly, so the
material of the filling bag should be very special, consisting of raw material layer, gelatin layer, breathable film and non-woven Composed of
cloth bags. The non-woven fabric should be attached with a layer of microporous breathable membrane. In addition, there must be a
conventional airtight outer bag-commonly known as a plastic bag. When in use, tear open the outer bag to expose the inner bag (non-woven
bag) to the air, and the oxygen in the air enters the inside through the breathable membrane. The heating time and temperature are controlled
by the oxygen permeability rate of the gas-permeable membrane. If the oxygen intake is too much, the reaction will quickly release the heat, and
it may burn the skin. If the oxygen permeation is too slow, the reaction will be slower and the heat will be less, and there will be no temperature.
After use, it is a russet solid, which contains carbon powder, NaCl solid, Fe3O4 solid and salts.

The warm patch foot patch has the effect of relieving pains such as warming feet and joints. It has a good effect on preventing frostbite and cold
when going out in the cold winter. It is convenient to carry and has long-lasting and stable fever. It only needs to be pasted on a thin sheet every
day. Withstand the cold of your day. Warm patch is the most convenient and safest personal heating product, and it has become an
international fashion product for heating and fending off the cold and hot compress physiotherapy.
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Maxwarm is one of the best heat packs suppliers in China who can help you to custom your own brand warmer pads with factory price.
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